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Abstract

Patients with corticospinal tract dysfunction have slow voluntary movements with brisk stretch reflexes and spasticity. Previous studies reported reduced firing rates of motor units during voluntary contraction. To assess whether this firing behavior occurs because motor neurons do not respond normally to excitatory inputs, we studied motor units in patients with primary lateral sclerosis, a degenerative syndrome of progressive spasticity. Firing rates were measured from motor units in the wrist extensor muscles at varying levels of voluntary contraction up to 10% maximal force. At each force level, the firing rate was measured with and without added muscle vibration, a maneuver that repetitively activates muscle spindles. In motor units from age-matched control subjects, the firing rate increased with successively stronger contractions as well as with the addition of vibration at each force level. In patients with primary lateral sclerosis, motor unit firing rates remained stable, or in some cases declined, with progressively stronger contractions or with muscle vibration. We conclude that excitatory inputs produce a blunted response in motor neurons in patients with primary lateral sclerosis compared to age-matched controls. The potential explanations include abnormal activation of voltage-activated channels that produce stable membrane plateaus at low voltages, abnormal recruitment of the motor pool, or tonic inhibition of motor neurons.
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Introduction
During voluntary movement, the nervous system normally regulates the strength of muscle contraction by modulating the number of active motor neurons and their firing rates. Stronger contractions are normally produced both by increasing the firing rate of active motor neurons and by recruiting inactive motor neurons (reviewed in (Doherty et al. 2002)). After injury to the motor cortex or the corticospinal tract in humans, voluntary movements become slow and effortful, and recruitment and firing rates of motor units are reduced (Frascarelli et al. 1998; Gemperline et al. 1995; Grimby et al. 1974; Rosenfalck and Andreassen 1980; Wiegner et al. 1993). This reduced ability to activate motor neurons is generally attributed to the loss of descending excitatory input. However, chronic loss of corticospinal input may also produce adaptations in spinal neurons or afferents. For example, the hyperactive stretch reflexes that develop after injury to the corticospinal tract are associated with reduced presynaptic inhibition and reduced post-activation depression of Ia spindle afferents (Aymard et al. 2000; Calancie et al. 1993; Faist et al. 1994; Nielsen et al. 1995).

Only a few studies have addressed whether spinal motor neurons undergo changes in excitability after loss of corticospinal inputs. In acute spinal injury, the flaccid paralysis and reduced stretch reflexes of spinal shock have been attributed, in part, to transient hypo-excitability of motor neurons (Hiersemenzel et al. 2000; Leis et al. 1996a; Leis et al. 1996b). However, the time course of recovery from spinal shock and development of spasticity corresponds to the increasing excitability of presynaptic Ia afferents (Calancie et al. 1993; Schindler-
Ivens and Shields 2000). Nevertheless, enlarged F-waves seen late in spasticity (Fierro et al. 1990) provide indirect evidence for enhanced firing by motor neurons. Recent studies in patients with chronic spinal injury also report that motor neurons can exhibit persistent firing after activation, and propose sustained firing as a possible basis for spasms (Gorassini et al. 2004; Nickolls et al. 2004; Thomas and Ross 1997). These studies could indicate that motor neurons themselves become hyperexcitable in spasticity, i.e. with greater than normal firing in response to excitatory input.

To test whether motor neurons have an altered response to excitatory inputs in chronic spasticity, we examined the firing behavior of motor units in a group of patients with primary lateral sclerosis (PLS). PLS is a rare, degenerative condition that consists of slowly progressive limb and bulbar spasticity with relative sparing of spinal motor neurons (Erb 1875). Although the etiology of PLS is unknown and there is considerable debate whether it constitutes a distinct disorder (Rowland 1999; Swash et al. 1999), patients with PLS can be defined by clinical criteria (Pringle et al. 1992). In a cohort of patients defined by these clinical criteria, we previously demonstrated corticospinal impairment using transcranial magnetic stimulation and magnetic resonance spectroscopy imaging (Zhai et al. 2003). In contrast to spasticity from causes such as spinal injury, PLS patients have no physical disruption of spinal tracts, and physiologic testing showed normal ascending sensory potentials as well as intact reflexes mediated by reticulospinal pathways (Zhai et al. 2003). Clinically, PLS patients have
marked spasticity, diffusely brisk stretch reflexes, clonus, and slow voluntary movements, but relatively preserved strength.

In this study, motor neuron responsiveness was tested by measuring firing rate changes in wrist extensor motor units with sustained excitatory inputs. To obtain at least two levels of input, we looked at the additive effect of a second excitatory input on firing produced by the first. The first source of excitation was voluntary effort to produce a steady level of force. Increments of voluntary effort normally produce stepwise increments in motor unit firing even in acutely paralyzed muscles (Gandevia et al. 1993). Patients with PLS can produce increments of steady force, but, since the pathways used to produce voluntary contraction may differ from those normally used, graded contraction alone may not provide a reliable source of graded input to motor neurons. For this reason, voluntary effort was used to provide a tonic level of excitation to motor neurons, and a second excitatory input was added by vibrating the muscle during the sustained contraction. Vibration of muscle repetitively activates muscle Ia spindle afferents (Burke et al. 1976) and excites motor neurons (Jack and Roberts 1978). Because previous studies of patients with spasticity showed that Ia terminals are subject to less presynaptic inhibition and post-activation depression than in healthy subjects (Aymard et al. 2000; Calancie et al. 1993; Faist et al. 1994; Nielsen et al. 1995), we reasoned that several seconds of muscle vibration would provide an effective source of excitatory input to motor neurons in PLS patients. In healthy persons, vibration produces post-activation depression that reduces the effectiveness of Ia
stimulation, but vibration-induced depression of Ia afferents is markedly attenuated in patients with spasticity (Desmedt and Godaux 1978; Ongerboer de Visser et al. 1989). Thus, we predicted that muscle vibration would provide an effective source of excitatory input to motor neurons in PLS patients that would add to excitation from voluntary drive.

Methods
Nine patients with PLS (5 men and 4 women, aged 55 SD 10 years) and 7 healthy volunteers (5 men and 2 women, aged 51.1 SD 9.9 years) participated in the study. All subjects gave written, informed consent in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board. The PLS patients fulfilled the clinical criteria of Pringle (Pringle et al. 1992), and have been described in detail in our previous report (patients # 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 7, 8, 10, 11 in (Zhai et al. 2003)). All PLS patients had longstanding disease (range 5-11 years) that began with spasticity in the legs and slowly ascended over the years, producing four-limb and bulbar spasticity. At the time of study, all had arm spasticity and impaired finger tapping movements for at least one year. None had evidence for muscle denervation with diagnostic needle electromyography (EMG). Table 1 describes the motor findings of the PLS patients. Finger tapping speed on a keyboard was measured for three 15 s epochs, using a custom software program (LabView, National instruments, Texas). The physiology experiments were performed with the subject seated in a chair, with the hand and arm strapped to a horizontal platform that incorporated a
force transducer to measure isometric wrist extension. The elbow was bent at approximately 90° and rested on the platform, with straps applied to the proximal forearm to prevent movement at the elbow or shoulder from being transmitted to the transducer. Subjects viewed a computer screen that displayed the output of the force transducer in one color and target levels of force to be produced in another color. A vibrating hammer (Bruel and Kjaer 4810, Denmark) rested on the wrist extensor muscles distal to the recording sites. Vibration consisted of 3 ms taps of 1 mm undamped displacement at a frequency of 50 Hz.

Motor units were recorded from 2-4 intramuscular wires (Nicolet Biomedical, Madison, WI) inserted into the extensor carpi radialis muscle. A counterpoint electromyograph (Dantec, Denmark) was used, with filter settings of 500 Hz - 20 kHz to reduce pick-up from distant units. Surface EMG was recorded from wrist extensor and flexor muscles using disposable silver/silver chloride electrodes (Teca, Oxford) in a bipolar configuration with filter settings 30 Hz – 2 kHz to monitor the contraction of muscles of interest. Electromyographic signals and the output from the force transducers were digitized using a CED 1401 and analyzed with spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Devices, UK).

The peak maximal force was first measured from 3 maximal voluntary wrist extensions and thereafter, forces were expressed as a percentage of each subject’s maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). To obtain the initial target force level, subjects made a small, sustained contraction of the wrist extensors that
produced steady firing of one or two motor units. This corresponded to either 1% or 2% of maximal force in most subjects. A target line showing this level of force was then displayed on the screen and subjects were instructed to reach and hold the wrist extension for 10 seconds on the target line. After 5-10 seconds of rest, contraction at the target level was repeated with muscle vibration. Each target level was tested three times with and without vibration. The target force level was then doubled and the series of contractions was repeated with and without vibration. In most subjects (all but 2) a third or fourth additional target force level was recorded, up to 10% maximal force. Spike discrimination was too difficult to accurately identify units at higher force levels. Figure 1A shows the sequence of force levels and addition of vibration as the experiment was carried out in patient 4.

Discrimination of individual motor units by spike morphology was carried out off-line using the template matching routine within spike2, with interactive editing by the investigators to ensure correct classification of motor units in the event of superimposition (Figure 1B and C). In some cases, the same motor unit was identified on 2 separate channels to ensure correct discrimination. As shown in Figure 1B, particular units were discriminated, but not every unit visible on the recording was identified. Those units that had regular firing and distinctive morphologic features that allowed them to be easily identified were studied. The mean firing rate was determined from a 5 second epoch in the middle of each contraction when force was held most steady, and data from the 3 epochs at
each force level were averaged. The slope of the firing rate-force relationship was calculated by linear regression for all force levels for each unit with and without vibration. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to assess changes in patient’s motor unit firing rates with increasing force and vibration. Paired t-tests were used to assess differences between each unit’s slope with and without vibration, and unpaired t-tests were used to compare PLS patients to healthy controls. Changes in the direction of slopes were compared with the Mann-Whitney U-test. Data are expressed as mean and standard deviation (SD).

**Results**

*Subjects*

All patients had slow voluntary hand movements. Finger tapping speeds of PLS patients were about half as fast as those of age-matched control subjects (PLS: 2.7 taps/s SD 0.6; controls: 6.2 taps/s SD 0.9; p< 0.01). Wrist extensor strength, however, was preserved in PLS patients (Table 1), with no significant difference in maximal voluntary wrist extension torque measures (PLS: 5.4 N·m SD 2.2; controls: 6.6 N·m SD 2.0; p = 0.16). All patients and control subjects were able to grade the force of wrist extension and to maintain a steady contraction for 5-10 second epochs at multiple levels of force below 10% MVC, as shown in Figure 1 and at higher levels as shown in Figure 6.

*Motor unit firing*
Twenty-five motor units were recorded from PLS patients and ten motor units from the control subjects. The initial firing rates of motor units at the lowest target force level were similar for patients and controls (PLS: 13.1 Hz SD 2.9; controls: 14.1 Hz SD 2.1; p = 0.19). With more forceful contractions, motor units in the control subjects typically increased their firing rates, by an average of 1.7 Hz at each successive force level. In contrast, motor units from the PLS patients did not significantly change their firing rates with increasing force (mean change for successive force level 0.4 Hz), as shown in Figure 2. In 7 of the 25 motor units recorded from PLS patients, the firing rate declined at higher forces.

The addition of muscle vibration to the contraction modestly increased the motor unit firing rates in control subjects (0.72 Hz SD 0.6; p < 0.05) but did not change the firing rate in motor units of PLS patients (-0.14 HZ SD 0.19; p = 0.14). In some motor units, vibration produced a decline in firing rates. This occasionally happened in some motor units of control subjects at the lowest force levels, but not at higher force levels (Figure 3A). In motor units of PLS patients, vibration and force led to decreased firing rates across all force levels in many motor units (Fig 3B).

*Slope of firing rate/force*

During epochs of contraction alone, the firing rate increased as contraction force increased in all motor units from control subjects, producing a positive slope of the regression line for firing rate-force (Figure 4A, slope values > 0; Figure 5A-C).
With addition of vibration, the slopes of the firing rate-force regression line remained positive, and often increased compared to contraction alone (Figure 4A). In patient motor units, the slopes of the firing rate-force regression line were significantly flatter than those of controls (p < 0.01) during epochs of contraction alone and negative slopes were observed in motor neurons in which the firing rate declined at higher forces (Figure 4B, slope values < 0). With addition of vibration, the slope was unchanged for most motor units from PLS patients, and in some cases declined (Figure 4B; Figure 5 D-E). The effect of vibration on the direction of the slope was significantly different in PLS patients compared to controls (p < 0.01 Mann Whitney U-test).

Variability

Variability of motor unit firing rate was similar in PLS patients and control subjects during epochs of contraction alone (coefficient of variation PLS: 0.15; controls 0.16). During vibration, the variability of motor unit firing increased in PLS patients (coefficient of variation = 0.47) but was unchanged in controls (coefficient of variation = 0.17). In many motor units, the vibration introduced a 50 Hz periodicity in firing, the frequency of the vibrating hammer. Figure 6 shows examples of this periodicity from several motor units, in which a firing histogram was constructed by triggering from the vibration timing pulse. Periodicities were seen in motor units of patients and controls, so are unlikely to have introduced the differences in variability of firing rate. Nevertheless, these periodicities demonstrate that the vibration stimulus produced excitation that reached the
motor neurons in patients and controls, although it did not alter the main firing frequency in patients.

*Surface EMG*

Surface EMG from the extensor muscles was rectified and averaged at each force level. In many patients, surface EMG recordings were also available for force levels above 10% MVC, although individual units could not be discriminated at these force levels. In controls and patients, the mean surface EMG increased with increasing force (Figure 7A, B solid lines), indicating that extensor muscles were increasingly activated to produce the measured force. Surface EMG recordings of the flexor muscles (7A,B dashed lines) showed a relatively small amount of co-contraction in most of the patients, primarily at higher force levels.

*Recruitment*

The finding that motor unit firing rates remained low with increasing force suggests that additional motor units were recruited to produce the higher forces in PLS patients. To quantify the number of motor units, we employed a “turns” analysis (Nandedkar et al. 1986; Willison 1968) of the same epochs of EMG that were used for assessing motor unit firing rates. This analysis gives an indication of the total number of motor units recorded by the intramuscular wires, including motor units that were not discriminated and classified. (The number of additional, unclassified motor units was considerable at the higher force levels.) The number of voltage turns per second was calculated at each force level, with and without
vibration, using a threshold of 100 microvolts to define a voltage change or “turn”. The number of turns/sec is a combined measure of recruitment and firing rate: turns/sec can increase by recruiting additional motor units or by increasing firing rates. The change in turns/sec were expressed as a percentage of the lowest force level with contraction alone for each subject. (Differences in inter-electrode distance between the wire pairs in different subjects do not allow inter-subject comparison). In both patients and controls, turns per second increased with increasing force, and to a lesser extent, with vibration (Figure 8).

**Discussion**
The goal of this study was to assess changes in motor neuron responsiveness in patients with PLS who had longstanding spasticity. In accord with other studies of spasticity (Gemperline et al. 1995; Rosenfalck and Andreassen 1980), we found that the firing rate of individual motor units during progressively stronger contractions of the wrist extensors did not increase, as occurred with motor units from age-matched healthy controls. To produce the additional force, patients recruited additional motor units, as demonstrated by an increase in the surface EMG signal and analysis of the turns in the intramuscular EMG signal. Motor units are usually recruited in order of their size, and later recruited units produce stronger forces but are more easily fatigued (Burke et al. 1973; Henneman 1957; Zajac 1990). Because PLS patients rely on recruiting additional units to generate increased force, rather than optimizing the firing rate of already active units, it is likely that they recruit units higher up the recruitment sequence than control subjects do. Thus PLS patients would generate stronger forces during voluntary
contraction by activating units more susceptible to fatigue. The recruitment of higher threshold motor units with voluntary contraction could theoretically be attributed to changes in descending control, since PLS patients, having lost corticospinal input, may have developed alternative pathways that distribute excitation uniformly across the motor pool (Edgley et al. 2004; Marchand-Pauvert et al. 2000). However, in this study we also tested the response of motor neurons to peripheral inputs and found a similar alteration: using vibration of the muscle to stimulate spindle afferents (Burke et al. 1976; Jack and Roberts 1978), motor units of aged-matched controls increased their firing rates, whereas motor units from patients with PLS did not.

Because voluntary effort and peripheral inputs both failed to increase motor neuron firing rate, it is likely that the underlying mechanism limiting the firing rate in patients is within the motor neuron or is acting directly upon the motor neuron. An alternative possibility, that vibration did not produce effective activation of Ia afferents in patients, seems unlikely since vibration affected motor units enough to produce a periodic variation in inter-spike intervals. Previous studies in patients with spasticity showed less presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferents (Aymard et al. 2000; Calancie et al. 1993; Faist et al. 1994; Nielsen et al. 1995), and because the PLS patients in this study exhibited spasticity with brisk reflexes, we had anticipated that vibration would be a more effective excitatory stimulus than in controls. Vibration has been shown to augment contraction force and increase motor unit firing rates during fatigue in normal subjects (Griffin et al. 2001). Vibration has similarly been shown to increase force
output during contraction of weak muscles of some, but not all, patients with spinal cord injury (Ribot-Ciscar et al. 2003). Our finding that vibration failed to increase motor unit firing in motor units of PLS patients was unexpected.

There are several possible mechanisms that could produce the blunted responsiveness of the motor neurons. One possibility is that patient motor neurons receive tonic inhibitory synaptic inputs that effectively clamp them at a hyperpolarized level. Potential sources of inhibition would include spinal interneurons such as the Ia inhibitory interneurons that are activated during activity in antagonist wrist flexor motor neurons. Against this possibility is the finding of previous studies of reciprocal inhibition after cortical stroke that found less reciprocal inhibition between wrist flexors and extensors (Artieda et al. 1991; Panizza et al. 1995). Also, as shown (Figure 6), most PLS patients exhibited relatively little co-contraction during voluntary wrist extension, suggesting that there is no change in reciprocal inhibition. Further studies would be needed to assess whether there is increased activity of the Ia inhibitory pathway at rest or of other inhibitory interneurons whose effects could become unmasked in chronic spasticity (Calancie et al. 2002; Crone et al. 2003; Mailis and Ashby 1990).

A more likely possibility would be a change in the intrinsic properties of the motor neuron that govern its excitability and firing behavior. Reduced motor neuron membrane resistance, for example, would lead to reduced effectiveness of excitatory and inhibitory inputs. Another candidate mechanism would be
abnormal activation of voltage-activated conductances. Studies in animals have found that dendritic channels that produce persistent inward currents are activated when the motor neuron is depolarized in the presence of neuromodulators such as monoamines (reviewed in (Heckman et al. 2004; Heckman et al. 2003). Activation of these channels can amplify excitatory inputs or produce stable membrane plateaus that resist changes in response to small inputs because of hysteresis in the voltage levels at which persistent inward currents activate and inactivate (Lee and Heckman 2000, 1998). Vibration can trigger plateau potentials. In animals, the effective synaptic current induced by vibration displays voltage sensitivity compatible with the action of persistent inward currents (Lee and Heckman 2000). In normal human subjects, brief muscle vibration induced sustained firing of active motor units in leg muscles that was attributed to turning on plateau potentials (Gorassini et al. 2002). The stable firing rates of motor neurons of PLS patients would be compatible with activation of a plateau potential, albeit at an abnormally low membrane potential. Low voltage plateau potentials could occur if channels were activated at an extremely low voltage, even below threshold for firing, as could theoretically occur under conditions of high monoaminergic tone (Hounsgaard and Kiehn 1989; Lee and Heckman 1999), or if the numbers of channels were reduced. In animal models of chronic spinal injury, the voltage threshold for persistent inward currents was found to be less than the firing threshold for the motor neuron (Li and Bennett 2003; Li et al. 2004). Persistent inward currents are also modulated by other
metabotropic neurotransmitter pathways of supraspinal and spinal origin (Svirskis and Hounsgaard 1998) that could contribute to such properties.

Our finding that motor neurons maintain low firing rates in response to sustained excitatory inputs may seem paradoxical because PLS patients have significant spasticity. Spasticity is a clinical syndrome with manifestations of motor hyperexcitability -- increased muscle tone at rest, hyperactive stretch reflexes, stimulus-induced and spontaneous spasms -- as well as motor weakness and slow, effortful voluntary movements. The symptoms of spasticity may be caused by several different spinal mechanisms. Activation of plateau potentials at low voltages could contribute to tonic motor unit firing, producing increased muscle tone, and to limiting the firing rate of motor units during voluntary movements. Hyperactive stretch reflexes and spasms have been associated with changes in excitability of primary afferent terminals (Aymard et al. 2000; Calancie et al. 1993; Faist et al. 1994; Nielsen et al. 1995). Increased excitability of high threshold sensory circuits may trigger spasms, possibly due to plateau potentials in interneurons (Bennett et al. 2004; Calancie et al. 2002; Hornby et al. 2003; Roby-Brami and Bussel 1987). In chronic spinal cord injury persistent inward currents have been proposed to underlie hyperexcitability phenomena such as spasms (Gorassini et al. 2004; Nickolls et al. 2004). It will be important to investigate spasticity of various causes to better understand whether differences in surviving descending inputs lead to changes in the activation of motor neuron and interneuron intrinsic properties, the state of neuromodulation, or in new
expression of channels producing voltage-sensitive currents (Li and Bennett 2003; Li et al. 2004).

In PLS patients, spasticity and slow movements are more clinically evident than weakness (Zhai et al. 2003). The finding that motor units are less responsive to muscle vibration indicates that adding exogenous excitatory input to motor neurons may not be helpful for improving movement in these patients, unlike the effect of vibration to increase contraction strength in patients with spinal injury (Ribot-Ciscar et al. 2003). Further investigation into the mechanisms causing the altered responsiveness of motor neurons may point to candidate targets for therapeutic intervention.
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**Figure legends**

Figure 1. Example of the experimental procedure (patient 4). **A)** Wrist extension is performed at a steady level for 10-s epochs with several seconds rest between contractions. In this example, there are 6 10-s epochs at each of 5 force levels: 1%, 2%, 4%, 6% and 10% of maximal voluntary contraction. The top trace indicates timing of the muscle vibration. The lower two traces show extensor muscle surface EMG and recordings from intramuscular wires. **B)** Expanded scale (sweep=500 ms) shows motor unit recordings and spike discrimination of 2 units during a contraction epoch at 10% maximal force. Both units were initially recruited at 1% force with firing frequencies of 9.7 Hz and 11.3 Hz, similar to that seen at 10% force. Note that not all motor units visible in the recording were discriminated. **C)** Inset showing overlay of 10 spikes discriminated by their morphology.

Figure 2. **A)** Change in motor unit firing rate between successive force levels (filled bars) or with addition of vibration at each force level (open bars) for control subjects (left) and PLS patients (right). Mean ± SD. **B)** Data points for each force level of each motor unit represented in group data of panel A.

Figure 3. Examples of units in which firing rates declined with vibration (circles) or at successive force levels (squares). **A)** Four motor units from control subjects. Declines in firing rate from vibration were limited to the lowest force levels. **B)** Six motor units from PLS patients. Declines in firing rate occurred across all force levels.
Figure 4. Slopes of the firing rate-force relationship of individual motor units (Hz/N·m), calculated using linear regression. **A)** Most motor units in healthy volunteers have a positive slope during contraction alone, indicating that firing rates increase with stronger contractions. The slope remains positive and often increases further when vibration of the muscle is added during contraction **B)**. The slopes of most motor units in PLS patients are lower than controls with contractions of increasing force and some are even negative. When the muscle is vibrated during contraction, most motor unit slopes fail to increase and some decline.

Figure 5. Examples of firing rate changes of individual motor units at successive force levels during contraction alone (solid line) and with vibration (dashed line) from **A-C)** control subjects and **D-I)** PLS patients.

Figure 6. Histograms of motor unit spikes triggered from the timing pulse driving the vibrating hammer. Slight variations in firing intervals at the frequency of vibration produce periodicities in the histograms. Four cycles are shown in each 80 ms sweep, with a 20 ms interval between peaks. **A, B)** Examples from 2 motor units of control subjects **C, D)** Examples from 2 motor units in PLS patients.
Figure 7. Mean rectified surface EMG from wrist extensor muscles (solid lines) and flexor muscles (dashed lines) at progressive force levels up to maximal voluntary contraction. A) Control subjects B) PLS patients

Figure 8. Turns analysis of wire EMG recordings. Turns were defined as a change in voltage direction with a threshold of 100 microvolts. Change in mean turns/sec with addition of vibration or between successive force levels in controls and PLS patients. Mean ± SD.
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Table 1. Clinical features of PLS patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Motor Units (n)</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Disease duration yrs</th>
<th>Motor score*</th>
<th>Finger Taps/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strength of 7 muscles, each graded 0-5 using the Medical Research Council scale (a score of 35 indicates full strength)